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RE: CMS-3415-IFC

The Infectious Diseases Society of America (IDSA) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) interim final rule regarding vaccination requirements for health care staff. IDSA represents more than 12,000 infectious diseases physicians, scientists and other health care and public health professionals who specialize in infectious diseases. Our members work across a variety of settings, including hospitals, academic medical centers, long-term care facilities, public health departments, publicly funded clinics and private practice.

We strongly support the adoption of the interim rule in conjunction with other efforts to boost vaccine uptake. Universal vaccination of health care personnel (HCP) is critical to protect this essential workforce, particularly as we are experiencing potentially our largest COVID-19 surge to date. We urge CMS to, in close collaboration with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), stay abreast of the latest data and expert recommendations regarding vaccination and to be prepared to expand vaccination requirements to include boosters if deemed appropriate by public health experts.

Vaccine requirements help save lives. We are in the midst of an unprecedented public health crisis and COVID-19 vaccines are a critical tool for ending the pandemic. These vaccines have been evaluated extensively by the nation’s foremost medical experts and are safe and effective at preventing severe infection, hospitalization and death, even against the Omicron variant. Hundreds of millions of individuals have already done their part to help end this pandemic by receiving the vaccine, and these policies will help ensure even more individuals are vaccinated. IDSA has called for vaccine mandates as a condition of employment for HCP,¹ a position that is now supported by a wide array of professional associations in health care.²

HCP vaccination against COVID-19 offers several advantages for both patient and HCP safety: individual protection against COVID-19; protection for patients and HCP who are unable to receive COVID-19 vaccination or not able to mount an adequate immune response; and reduced risk of transmission. Prior experience and current information suggest that a sufficient vaccination rate is unlikely to be achieved without making COVID-19 vaccination a condition of employment.3

In a recent list4 of hospitals and health care facilities that had already mandated vaccination, the vast majority retained more than 98% of their workforce following implementation. A Dec. 6 Becker’s Hospital Review update of vaccination-related employee departures at 49 hospitals and health systems confirmed that staff attrition did not exceed 4.6% in any setting, and most institutional rates were much lower.5 Recent studies have also shown that compared to free choice, vaccine requirements strengthened vaccination intentions across racial and ethnic groups and across levels of psychological resistance; this indicates that fears of a backlash against vaccine mandates may be unfounded and that requirements will promote COVID-19 vaccine uptake in the U.S.6

There is precedent for vaccine requirements in the U.S., which have been in place for decades and have reduced the rates of polio, meningitis, hepatitis and other serious diseases. Clusters of new COVID-19 cases are often linked to workplace settings, and health care facilities have a fundamental responsibility to take all reasonable measures to ensure the safety and well-being of their employees and the patients they serve. Based on the large and convincing body of evidence and real-world experience of the safety and efficacy of the COVID-19 vaccines, requiring vaccinations for HCP is the right decision to promote the health of this critical workforce and the patients and communities they serve.

Sincerely,

Daniel P. McQuillen, MD, FIDSA
President, IDSA

4 https://www.fiercehealthcare.com/hospitals/how-many-employees-have-hospitals-lost-to-vaccine-mandates-numbers-so-far
5 https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/workforce/vaccination-requirements-spur-employee-terminations-resignations-numbers-from-6-health-systems.html